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ectron dynamics enhance water
splitting efficiency by yttrium iron garnet
photoanodes: a new platform for spin selective
photocatalysis†
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This work presents a spectroscopic and photocatalytic comparison of water splitting using yttrium iron

garnet (Y3Fe5O12, YIG) and hematite (a-Fe2O3) photoanodes. Despite similar electronic structures, YIG

significantly outperforms widely studied hematite, displaying more than an order of magnitude increase

in photocurrent density. Probing the charge and spin dynamics by ultrafast, surface-sensitive XUV

spectroscopy reveals that the enhanced performance arises from (1) reduced polaron formation in YIG

compared to hematite and (2) an intrinsic spin polarization of catalytic photocurrents in YIG. Ultrafast

XUV measurements show a reduction in the formation of surface electron polarons compared to

hematite due to site-dependent electron–phonon coupling. This leads to spin polarized photocurrents

in YIG where efficient charge separation occurs on the Td sub-lattice compared to fast trapping and

electron/hole pair recombination on the Oh sub-lattice. These lattice-dependent dynamics result in

a long-lived spin aligned hole population at the YIG surface, which is directly observed using XUV

magnetic circular dichroism. Comparison of the Fe M2,3 and O L1-edges show that spin aligned holes are

hybridized between O 2p and Fe 3d valence band states, and these holes are responsible for highly

efficient, spin selective water oxidation by YIG. Together, these results point to YIG as a new platform for

highly efficient, spin selective photocatalysis.
1. Introduction

Motivated by the need to identify stable, earth-abundant
materials with optical and electronic properties that can be
tailored for solar to chemical energy conversion, this work
examines the carrier dynamics of two stable oxide semi-
conductors, yttrium iron garnet, and hematite, and correlates
these properties with their water splitting efficiency. Photo-
catalytic water splitting on semiconductor electrodes offers
a promising route to clean H2 production.1–4 This has the
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potential to facilitate a H2 fuel economy5,6 as well as reduce
emissions from chemical processes requiring large quantities
of H2, such as the Haber–Bosch process7,8 and Fischer–
Tropsch9,10 synthesis. While much effort has been devoted to
understanding and controlling the redox potential and trans-
port properties in candidate semiconductor photocatalysts, the
role of electron spin is oen overlooked when designing arti-
cial photosynthetic systems.

In Nature, photosystem II performs water oxidation with
remarkable efficiency using sunlight as the only energy
source.11,12 While a number of articial devices have been
demonstrated with photosynthetic efficiencies comparable to
natural systems, most of these are ultimately limited by the
stability, selectivity, or cost of the catalyst responsible for the
water oxidation half-reaction. Notably, biological photosyn-
thesis operates in chiral environments, and it has been
proposed that this feature can promote efficiency because of the
inherent spin selectivity of chiral matter.13–16 This supposition is
supported by theoretical studies which suggest that the
CaMn4O5 cofactor of photosystem II acts as a spin control for
enhancing water oxidation17 and by studies that extend the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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principal of spin polarized enhanced water oxidation to arti-
cial systems. For instance, chiral metal oxides have been shown
to act as spin lters and result in spin selective photocatalysis,
which reduces the reaction overpotential and increases the
faradaic efficiency of the reaction.18–25 Because O2 forms on
a triplet potential energy surface, spin selective photocatalysis
can guide the reaction towards a triplet product and increase
the kinetics of O2 generation.26–28

Despite the application of chiral oxides for photocatalytic
water splitting, the concept of spin polarized photocatalysis has
yet to be evaluated for achiral magnetic semiconductors in
which spin polarization results from magnetic exchange inter-
actions rather than structural chirality. For electrocatalytic
water oxidation in the dark, a number of studies have demon-
strated that certain magnetic oxides display enhanced effi-
ciency, presumably because of spin polarized transport within
aligned domains of a magnetized anode.29–33 Extending this
approach to photocatalysis requires a combined understanding
of the ground and excited state magnetic structure as well as the
underlying photophysics that controls the spin states of tran-
sient, photoexcited redox carriers. To date, most spectroscopic
studies have focused on studying spin polarized photoemission
through a chiral layer34–39 rather than spin accumulation at
a catalyst surface, even though the latter is primarily respon-
sible for driving spin selective catalysis. Owing to the challenge
of spin selective spectroscopy with chemical state specicity
and surface or interface sensitivity, the photoinduced spin
polarization of a catalyst surface has not been directly observed
for either a chiral or magnetic system.40

Although YIG is widely employed as a magnetic insulator in
spintronic devices, it is not oen used as a photocatalyst. One
exception is a recent combinatorial synthesis of approximately
30 complex oxides that identied YIG as a promising photo-
anode for water oxidation.41 On the other hand, hematite has
been extensively explored as a photoanode for water solar
splitting because of its ideal band gap, strong solar absorption,
high chemical stability, and well-aligned band edge potential
relative to the water oxidation half-reaction. In addition, Fe is
one of the most abundant elements, making hematite almost
universally accessible at a negligible cost. Despite these
advantages, the photocatalytic efficiency of hematite remains
low because of its poor electron carrier mobility, which is
related to the efficient formation of small electron polarons that
act as deep trap states.42–46 Signicantly improving electron
transport in Fe oxide-based semiconductors could have
a transformative effect on the eld of solar fuels.

Using femtosecond time-resolved surface-sensitive Extreme
Ultraviolet (XUV) spectroscopy, we directly compare the polaron
formation efficiency in YIG to that in hematite and nd that
polaron formation in YIG is signicantly reduced compared to
hematite. A comparison of water oxidation by these two mate-
rials in the dark and under illumination conrms that YIG
displays an 8-fold enhancement in photocurrent over hematite
at a xed potential of 2.0 V vs. RHE. This dramatic enhancement
of photocatalytic activity also correlates with a signicantly
improved O2 yield as quantied by rotating ring-disk measure-
ments at pH 8. Finally, we conrm that the enhanced activity by
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
YIG is a direct result of spin polarized photocurrents. To
demonstrate this, we employ surface-sensitive XUV magnetic
circular dichroism to directly observe the accumulation of spin
aligned charge carriers at the photocatalyst surface under illu-
mination. These measurements can directly probe the magnetic
states of Fe in the thin lm using the difference in M2,3-edge
absorption of Fe due to the polarization of light.47–50 These XUV
dichroism measurements at the Fe M2,3-edge and the O L1-edge
reveal that spin aligned holes accumulate in the hybridized O
2p/Fe 3d valence band giving rise to spin polarized Fe4+ redox-
active states in the Oh sublattice of YIG. Together, these
results provide a detailed understanding of dramatically
enhanced water splitting efficiency using a spin selective metal
oxide photocatalyst and open the door for probing the effects of
spin polarized currents in photosynthetic systems based on
earth-abundant chiral and magnetic oxides.

2. Results and discussion

Fig. 1(a) shows the ground state static absorption spectrum of
YIG and hematite. They both show an absorption feature with
the peak centered at 55 eV. This feature corresponds to the 3p to
3d electronic excitation in Fe3+ atoms by the XUV probe.
Because YIG and hematite contain Fe3+, they share the same
M2,3-edge absorption peak. Despite subtle differences in line-
shape between hematite, which contains only Oh Fe3+ centers,
and YIG, which contains both Oh and Td centers, it is not
possible to cleanly resolve the Oh and Td Fe

3+ contributions due
to strong overlap in the linear XUV spectrum. As we show below,
however, these sites can be resolved using XUV magnetic
circular dichroism owing to the opposite spin alignment of the
Oh and Td sub-lattices in YIG.

Although the ground state Fe M2,3-edge of YIG and hematite
are similar, they display very different responses in the ultrafast
transient XUV measurements. Pumping with a 400 nm (3.1 eV)
light pulse induces above bandgap excitation in both YIG (2.6–
2.8 eV bandgap)51,52 and hematite (2.0–2.2 eV bandgap).53,54 The
upper valence band of these materials comprises primarily O 2p
orbitals and the conduction band comprises primarily Fe 3p
orbitals54,55 so that an above bandgap excitation constitutes an
electron transfer from O to Fe atoms.56 This charge transfer
reduces Fe3+ atoms to Fe2+ and causes decrease in the M2,3-edge
absorption of Fe3+ which manifests as a bleach feature at 55 eV.
Fig. 1(b) compares the transient XUV spectrum of YIG and
hematite at 100 fs following photoexcitation, but before the
relaxation of the photoexcited electron has occurred. As shown,
both spectra display the characteristic bleach feature associated
with a free conduction band electron in Fe 3d states.44,45

Following photoexcitation, the excited electrons in the Fe
atoms of hematite couple with optical phonons to form a small
electron polaron.42,44–46 It has been shown previously that this
trapped electron–polaron has an XUV spectral signature at the
Fe M2,3-edge around 52 eV.57 Fig. 1(c) compares the transient
spectra for YIG and hematite at 1 ps aer photoexcitation
following polaron formation. These data show that the polar-
onic yield is signicantly reduced in the YIG as compared to
hematite; i.e., the absorbance at 52 eV is weaker for a similar
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3300–3310 | 3301



Fig. 1 Results of XUV-RA experiments on YIG (black) and hematite (red). (a) Ground state static absorption spectrum. (b) Transient absorption
spectrum at 100 fs time delay between pump and probe. (c) Transient absorption spectrum at 1 ps time delay between pump and probe.
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amount of bleach signal at 55 eV. Because hematite contains Fe
atoms exclusively in Oh lattice sites whereas YIG contains Fe
atoms in both Td and Oh lattice sites (see Fig. 2(a)), one possible
explanation for reduced polaron efficiency in YIG is that the
electrons excited to the Oh Fe3+ centers strongly couple to
optical phonons, while the electrons in the Td Fe3+ are less
susceptible to polaron formation. Because the excited electron
in the Oh sub-lattice is localized in the low energy t2g orbital
compared to an e orbital for the Td sub-lattice, this hypothesis is
consistent with theoretical predictions that t2g electrons have
a stronger electron–phonon coupling and higher efficiency of
small polaron formation than the e electrons.58

Note that YIG is a ferrimagnet with Td and Oh electrons
having opposite spins due to an antiferromagnetic coupling. In
both lattice sites, Fe3+ atoms are in a high spin state with a 3d5

electronic conguration. By Pauli exclusion, the electrons
excited by the pump pulse from the O 2p valence band into the
Fe 3d conduction band must have a spin opposite to the already
occupied Fe 3d electrons. Consequently, the conduction band
electrons photoexcited to the Td and Oh lattice sites must have
opposite spins. From the transient XUV measurement, we
Fig. 2 (a) Crystal structure of YIG showing the Fe3+ atoms in Td (blue) an
for YIG depicting how the interface potential leads to the drift of electron
sub-lattice leads to spin selective trapping, which is expected to spin po

3302 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3300–3310
hypothesize that the small polaron formation occurs only to the
electrons in the Oh lattice sites in YIG. These trapped electrons
have opposite spin relative to the electrons in the Td lattice sites
which do not form a polaron. Therefore, the polaronic electron
trapping in the case of YIG is spin dependent. This indicates
that electron transport in YIG is likely spin polarized because
spin aligned electrons in the Td lattice are signicantly more
mobile compared to electrons having the opposite spin, which
form self-trapped, small electron polarons in the Oh lattice. As
YIG is an n-type semiconductor, the surface bands have higher
energy compared to the bulk. Accordingly, the non-trapped
conduction electrons of one particular spin in the Td sub-
lattice are free to move from surface to bulk,59 while the other
spin electrons remain trapped as small polarons in the Oh sub-
lattice (see Fig. 2(b) for a summary of the spin dependent
electron transport). We note that the XUV spectra showing
reduced polaron formation in YIG are consistent with reported
conductivity measurements,60–64 which measure the mobility of
electrons in YIG to be within the range of 0.1 to 0.5 cm2 V−1 s−1

whereas the mobility of electrons in hematite is reported to be
on the order of 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1. The one-order of magnitude
d Oh (red) lattice sites with opposite spins. (b) Illustrated band structure
s to bulk and holes to the surface. Selective polaron formation in the Oh

larize the photoinduced current.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 (a) O2 partial current density for bare magnetic electrode,
hematite and YIG. (b) Double layer capacitance for YIG and hematite
catalysts. (c) Tauc plots showing UV-Vis absorption by YIG and
hematite catalysts confirming band gaps of 2.5 eV and 2.2 eV,
respectively.
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higher electron mobility in YIG compared to hematite can be
attributed to reduced electron trapping in YIG due to the
resistance of Td electrons to form small polarons. These
measurements are consistent with previous reports of electron
transport in YIG based on a large polaron hopping model;60,65,66

therefore, it is likely that the electrons excited to the Td atoms
form a large polaron.

To demonstrate the inuence of ultrafast polaron formation
on photocatalytic water splitting efficiency, Pastor et al. used
photocurrent measured during in situ water oxidation as
a direct readout for a pump–push experiment, where a visible
pump pulse excites the hematite bandgap, a sub-picosecond
delay allows time for polaron formation, followed by an IR
push pulse to de-trap the electron.42 This experiment reported
a photocurrent enhancement by the IR pump pulse at the exact
time constant measured for surface polaron formation by XUV
reection–absorption.44,46 These results conrm that the
formation of polarons in hematite actively limits water oxida-
tion efficiency by hindering the removal of majority carriers
from the depletion region resulting in eventual charge carrier
recombination and loss of photoactive holes.67–70 Consistent
with the XUVmeasurements, we nd that YIG displays nearly an
order of magnitude higher photocurrent density for water
oxidation relative to hematite. This can be observed in Fig. 3,
which shows the current density of hematite (panel a) and YIG
(panel b) with and without illumination. While dark currents
are similar between these two materials, the light-driven pho-
tocatalytic response is signicantly higher in YIG. Fig. 3(c) plots
the difference between the total current in light and dark. At
2.15 V vs. RHE, YIG produces a 15-fold photocurrent enhance-
ment relative to hematite increasing from 0.4 to 6.3 mA cm−2 at
an illumination intensity of 100 mW cm−2.

While the enhanced activity of YIG over hematite can be
attributed in part to reduced polaron formation and greater
electron mobility, below we show that the spin polarization of
the photocurrent is also important. Photoexcitation of
conduction band electrons leaves behind holes in the valence
band. The electrons that trap as small polarons eventually
recombine with their corresponding holes at a long time, circa
Fig. 3 Linear sweep voltammograms for hematite (a) and YIG (b) catal
between dark and light current densities.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
350–500 ps.45,71 Before recombination, these holes can act as an
electron acceptor at the anode during water oxidation.
Assuming the conducting electrons in YIG are spin polarized,
the holes le behind must be spin polarized as well. Because
molecular O2 has a triplet ground state, compared to singlet
water, spin is not a conserved quantity during the O2 evolution
reaction (OER) when considering only the reactants. However,
considering the spin of the redox active holes, which drive water
oxidation, spin polarized currents show enhanced activity
toward O2 production since the transfer of two spin aligned
holes balances the angular momentum of the triplet product.
Consequently, spin polarized photocurrents may also play an
important role in improving the efficiency of water oxidation.

To illustrate the signicantly enhanced efficiency for O2

evolution along the triplet reaction pathway by YIG compared to
hematite, Fig. 4(a) shows the partial current density, the part of
the total current density responsible for O2 generation as
measured using a rotating ring disk electrode. The O2 partial
current from the bare magnetic substrate is low indicating that
negligible amounts of O2 are produced in the absence of either
the hematite or YIG catalyst. Hematite produces more O2 than
yst-loaded electrodes in the dark and upon irradiation. (c) Difference

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3300–3310 | 3303
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the bare magnetic electrode, but YIG has the highest perfor-
mance among the three electrodes. O2 partial current is only
reported up to 1.85 V vs. RHE because bubble formation inter-
feres with O2 detection by the ring electrode at higher current
densities. This signicant enhancement in O2 generation effi-
ciency by YIG cannot be explained simply due to the difference
in active area between hematite and YIG. To illustrate this,
Fig. 4(b) shows a similar electrochemically active surface area
for both YIG and hematite. Fig. 4(c) (inset) also shows that
despite having lower absorbance and a slightly higher band gap
than hematite, YIG still displays signicantly enhanced photo-
current. Note that the data in Fig. 3 and 4 were obtained under
a constant magnetic eld, with a eld strength high enough to
saturate the out-of-plane magnetization of YIG and to ensure
spin alignment of the respective sub-lattices across domains in
the polycrystalline catalyst. Fig. S6 (see ESI†) shows the photo-
current without magnetization using a glassy carbon electrode.
By comparison, the measurements using glassy carbon elec-
trodes do not show such enhancement in YIG relative to
hematite. Thus, the enhanced activity of YIG towards O2

evolution under magnetization indicates that spin polarization
plays a crucial role in the high performance of YIG.

While spin polarized currents have been predicted to explain
enhanced efficiency for a variety of chiral and magnetic
catalysts,13,20,34,72–75 it has remained a signicant challenge to
visualize the actual spin accumulation at the catalyst surface. In
this study, we show that surface-sensitive XUV Magnetic
Circular Dichroism (MCD) is able to directly detect the spin
polarized holes that drive spin selective OER. Here, the MCD
signal is dened by the difference in absorption of circularly
polarized light under the different sample magnetizations as
Fig. 5 (a) Illustrated band structure of YIG and associated XUV-MCD abso
simulated XUV-MCD spectra measured in the dark (b) and during illumin

3304 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3300–3310
described below. Fig. 5(a) depicts the excitation of the different
spin states by the circularly polarized XUV light. As illustrated
by the diagram, the magnetic eld selectively stabilizes one sub-
lattice in the sample while destabilizing the other, and electrons
in the stabilized sub-lattice absorb at a different photon energy
compared to the destabilized spins. Fig. 5(b) shows the MCD
spectrum of YIG taken at the Fe M2,3-edge. Ligand eld multi-
plet simulations of the MCD spectrum were performed using
the soware package CTM4XAS (see ESI Section 3†).76–79 Here
the black line represents the experimental MCD spectrum, the
grey line represents the simulated spectrum, and blue and red
dashed lines represent individual contributions from the Fe3+

Td and Fe3+ Oh sub-lattices, respectively. As shown, combined
simulations of the Td and Oh lattice sites in YIG closely repro-
duce the measured experimental spectrum.77 Because these
sub-lattices are aligned by the external magnetic eld with
opposite spins, the line shapes of the Td and Oh contributions to
the total MCD spectrum are opposite. Fig. 5(b) shows the
ground state MCD spectrum and denes the initial state of YIG.

When illuminated with visible light the spectral features
change because of the light-induced charge transfer from O 2p
valence band states to Fe 3d conduction band states. To observe
this effect on interfacial spin polarization, we employed
a 400 nm pump pulse and broadband, circularly polarized XUV
probe pulse each at a 1 kHz frequency. This experimental design
means that if the relative pump–probe time delay is such that
the probe pulse arrives at the sample before the pump pulse by
a few ps, then the time delay between a pump pulse and the
subsequent probe is approximately 1 ms dened by the laser
repetition rate. As the probe–pump–probe–pump train arrives
at the sample with a 1 kHz repetition rate, if the sample doesn't
rption at the Fe M2,3-edge. (b) and (c) Comparison of experimental and
ation with a 1 kHz, 400 nm excitation beam (c).

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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return to its ground state in 1 ms, we can probe the corre-
sponding long-lived excited state spectrum using the probe.
Measuring the XUV-MCD spectrum under these conditions
enables observation of long-lived spin polarized charge accu-
mulation at the YIG surface. Any pump-induced changes to the
MCD spectrum under these conditions represent spin polarized
carriers having a sufficient lifetime to inuence photocatalytic
processes such as water oxidation.

The MCD spectrum of YIG under 400 nm illumination using
this 1 ms time delay between pump and probe is shown in
Fig. 5(c). There are two light-induced changes to the YIG spec-
trum resulting from 400 nm illumination. First, we observe
a sharp dip at 40 eV. This feature is well below the Fe M2,3-edge
and matches previous reports of XUV absorption at the O L1-
edge corresponding to an O 2s to 2p transition.56,78,79 Second, we
observe a change in the Fe M2,3-edge line shape with the loss of
intensity at 58 eV and the appearance of a new feature at 60 eV.
Considering rst the O L1-edge, no MCD signal is discernible in
the ground state O L1-edge spectrum. This observation is
consistent with a full 2p6 electron conguration in Fe2O3, where
Fe metal centers are in a 3+ oxidation state and O ligands are in
a 2- oxidation state. The completely paired 2p6 electron
conguration precludes any O contribution to ground-state
magnetization. However, surface band bending in n-type YIG
can drive holes to accumulate at the surface following photo-
excitation. These holes are expected to have signicant O 2p
character, giving rise to unpaired electrons in the O 2p valence
band. Accumulation of surface holes will only be detected in an
MCD measurement to the extent that they display a net spin
polarization. Consequently, the appearance of this spectral
signature at the O L1-edge upon illumination represents the
direct detection of spin aligned holes in O 2p valence band
states. The reason that the MCD signal at the O L1-edge appears
as a single negative dip rather than a peak and a dip similar to
Fig. 6 Illustration of selective polaron formation and subsequent electr
accumulation at the YIG surface. These spin polarized holes represent th
triplet pathway favoring the generation of O2.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the various contributions to the Fe M2,3-edge is consistent with
a spin aligned hole in an O 2p5 electron conguration as
described in the ESI Section 4.†

Because the valence band of YIG also includes contributions
from Fe 3d orbitals, hybridization of the O 2p ligand hole with
Fe 3d states is expected.80 Previously, we showed that the posi-
tion of the O L1-edge absorption reects the extent of O 2p and
metal 3d valence band hybridization, with a redshi corre-
sponding to a more strongly hybridized valence band.56 Here
the O L1-edge feature appears at 40 eV, which is several eV red-
shied compared to previous reports of photoexcited holes in
Fe2O3, Co3O4, and NiO, suggesting that YIG shows greater
metal–oxygen bond covalency compared to hematite and that
the photoexcited holes should have both O 2p and Fe 3d char-
acter. This is consistent with previous reports that identify
a combination of O 2p ligand holes81–95 and high valent 4+
Fe96–101 as the primary redox active states for water splitting in
a variety of metal oxide catalysts.

The mixing of the ligand hole with Fe 3d states is evident in
Fe M2,3-edge MCD spectrum above 60 eV. These changes to the
Fe M2,3-edge MCD spectrum can be reproduced by including
a contribution from Fe4+ Oh centers in the ligand eld multiplet
simulation. This new contribution is shown as the green dashed
line in Fig. 5(c). The incorporation of a Fe4+ hole on the Td sub-
lattice is unable to reproduce the measured, excited state MCD
signal (see ESI Section 3†). Consequently, we conclude that the
spin polarized hole primarily hybridizes between O 2p and Oh

Fe 3d states. This is equivalent to stating that the unpaired
electrons generated by the creation of a valence band hole are
ferromagnetically coupled to the Fe Td sub-lattice, which is
consistent with this sub-lattice controlling the net magnetic
moment in YIG. This unpaired electron in O atoms is stabilized
due to ferromagnetic exchange interaction between the O and
the Fe Td atoms, so it has the least energy when it is spin aligned
on–hole pair recombination in Oh sites, leading to spin polarized hole
e redox equivalents that drive spin selective water oxidation along the

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3300–3310 | 3305
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with the Td lattice. This explains the long-lived spin polarization
in the material which can persist even on the ms time scale.
Together, these two new features in the Fe M2,3 and O L1-edges
correspond to the accumulation of spin polarized holes in the
surface of YIG, which are shared between hybridized O 2p and
Oh Fe 3d valence band orbitals.

Based on these ndings Fig. 6 summarizes the excited state
spin polarized electron dynamics in YIG that give rise to spin
selective photocatalytic water oxidation. Initial photoexcitation
with visible light simultaneously excites both the Oh and Td sub-
lattices. Photoexcited electrons in the Oh sub-lattice rapidly trap
as small electron polarons as evidenced by Fig. 1, while elec-
trons in the Td sub-lattice have much higher mobility and are
free to exit the surface depletion region via dri into bulk.
Because of spin selective electron trapping in the Oh sub-lattice,
subsequent electron–hole pair recombination gives rise to
a residual spin polarized hole population at the YIG surface.
These holes reside in the hybridized valence band with shared O
2p and Oh Fe 3d character and live for greater than 1 ms
allowing them to drive spin selective water oxidation at the YIG
surface as shown in Fig. 6. It is this spin polarized ligand hole
population that is responsible for guiding water oxidation along
the triplet pathway leading to improved kinetics for O2

production.
We note that experimental considerations necessitate the use

of different samples for XUV and PEC measurements. To avoid
non-resonant surface scattering, XUV-RA measurements require
samples that are smooth on the scale of the XUV wavelengths,
which is realized here by the epitaxial growth of YIG on GGG.
However, the insulating nature of the GGG substrate precludes
PECmeasurements of these samples. Instead, PECmeasurements
employ nanoparticles of YIG and hematite drop cast on
a conductive magnetic rotating disk electrode. This provides the
added benet of increasing the electrochemically active surface
area of the photocatalytic samples. Despite differences in the exact
sample morphology, the comparison between YIG and hematite
in terms of both XUV-RA and PEC measurements, which both
consist of well-characterized materials matching the specied
phase and composition, form the basis for reliable conclusions
regarding the origin of enhanced performance by YIG for photo-
catalytic water splitting.

3. Conclusion

In summary, this work provides a comparison of YIG and
hematite as photoanodes for water oxidation. YIG shows nearly
an order of magnitude enhancement in photocurrent density
relative to hematite and a signicantly enhanced yield for the
production of O2. Direct observation of surface electron
dynamics using surface-sensitive XUV spectroscopy reveals that
this improved performance results from reduced polaron
formation efficiency in YIG relative to hematite, which gives rise
to spin selective electron–hole pair recombination and spin
polarized hole accumulation at the YIG surface. Surface-
sensitive XUV-MCD measurements provide the rst direct
observation of spin polarized charge accumulation, showing
that these holes are long-lived (>1 ms) and are hybridized
3306 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3300–3310
between the Oh Fe 3d and O 2p valence band states. These spin
polarized charged carriers represent the redox equivalents
responsible for driving efficient water oxidation along the triplet
pathway leading to O2 generation. Together these ndings
provide a detailed picture of the spin selective electron
dynamics responsible for signicantly enhanced photocatalytic
activity in YIG relative to widely studied hematite and highlight
YIG as a new platform for spin selective photocatalysis. All
indications suggest that these ndings will be general to any
ferrimagnetic semiconductor, where electron mobility and
recombination rates differ between the various sub-lattices,
opening the door to studies of spin polarized electron
dynamics and photocatalysis in a range of magnetically ordered
semiconductors.
4. Experiments and methods
4.1. Sample preparation

For the XUV-RA and XUV-MCD measurements 20 nm thick
Y3Fe5O12 (YIG) epitaxial thin lms were grown on (111) oriented
Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) substrates using the off-axis sputtering tech-
nique.102 These samples were characterized using XRD, XRR,
AFM, and magnetometric measurements (see ESI Section 1†).
The Fe2O3 (hematite) samples were prepared by sputtering Fe
metal onto SiO2 substrate and thermally annealed in air at 520 °
C for 30 min. The characterization of these samples was previ-
ously reported by Husek et al.44
4.2. XUV reection–absorption

Extreme Ultraviolet Reection–Absorption (XUV-RA)44,103 spec-
troscopy was used to perform ground state and time-resolved
measurements of small polaron formation in hematite and
YIG. The samples were pumped using a 400 nm beam with an
area of 1.85 mm2 and a uence of 7.5 mJ pulse−1 cm−2 incident
at the sample at 70° relative to surface normal. To produce the
XUV probe beam, an 800 nm driving eld mixed with a 400 nm
symmetry breaking eld was used for high harmonic generation
in helium gas. The driving eld was ltered using a thin
aluminum lter, which gives a high energy cutoff of 72 eV for
the XUV probe beam. The XUV probe was focused using a toroid
mirror and was incident on the sample at an angle of 82°
relative to the surface normal. Experiments are performed at a 1
kHz repetition rate for both pump and probe beams. The
specular reectance of the XUV probe from the sample was
spectrally dispersed and imaged onto a CCD detector using
a concave variable line-spaced grating. The ground state XUV-
RA spectrum was calculated for all energies based on the
intensity of the XUV beam reected from the YIG or hematite
sample, Isample, compared to the intensity reected from
a single crystal silicon reference, Ireference, using the formula,

RA ¼ �log

�
Isample

Ireference

�

For time-resolved measurements, the time delay between the
pump pulse and the probe pulse was controlled using a linear
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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stage in the pump beamline, and the absolute time delay was
calibrated using the results from the hematite sample, which
shows an instrument response function of approximately 80 fs.
The transient signal was determined from the intensity of XUV
light with the pump-on Ipump-on and pump-off Ipump-off condi-
tions for all the time delays using the formula,

DOD ¼ �log

�
Ipump-on

Ipump-off

�

4.3. XUV magnetic circular dichroism

The XUV Magnetic Circular Dichroism (MCD) measurements
were performed on the same beamline described above with the
following modications. The sample was pumped with the
same 400 nm beam but with an area of 6.42 mm2 and a uence
of 7.5 mJ pulse−1 cm−2 incident at the sample at 82° relative to
the surface normal. The XUV beam was right circularly polar-
ized using a four Mo/B4C multilayer mirror reector.104–107 The
sample was magnetized by a switchable magnet with an out-of-
plane magnetic eld of ±300 mT. The MCD signal is given by
the intensity of the right circular polarized light from the north
magnetized sample Inorth and the intensity of the right circular
polarized light from the south magnetized sample Isouth using
the formula,

MCD ¼ �log

�
Inorth

Isouth

�

XUV-MCD measurements were performed for both the
ground (400 nm pump beam off) and excited state (400 nm
pump beam on) of YIG. Because XUV measurements at near-
grazing angle reection have a probe depth less than
3 nm,46,103,108,109 both XUV-RA and XUV-MCD spectra are surface
specic, showing surface polaron formation and state-resolved
surface spin accumulation, respectively.
4.4. Electrochemical catalysis

Hematite (Thermo Fisher) and YIG (Sigma Aldrich) catalyst
solutions were prepared by mixing 5 mg of nanoparticle powder
with 125 mL of Naon peruorinated resin solution (Aldrich)
and 2.5 mL of a water/isopropyl alcohol (3 : 1 v/v) mixture. The
catalyst solutions were sonicated for 20 min to ensure a homo-
geneous suspension and then immediately a 2 mL aliquot was
drop-cast onto a permanent magnet (K&J Magnetics) which was
used as a disk electrode. Note that the magnet disk electrode
has a geometric area = 0.12 cm2 and was polished to a mirror
nish using 0.05-micron-sized alumina slurry prior to drop-
casting the catalyst ink. The electrode was then dried in an
oven at 70 °C for 30 min to evaporate the solvents upon which
the electrode was ready for electrochemical measurements.
Faradaic efficiency measurements for the oxygen evolution
reaction were performed in the dark, and upon irradiation,
using a rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE-31, ALS) apparatus
with a CH Instruments 750c bipotentiostat. Note, the ring
electrode was platinum. To irradiate the catalyst, a CM1-FO1
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
UV-enhanced aluminum mirror was placed under the electro-
chemical cell, and a xenon arc lamp, with a power of 100 mW,
was focused on the electrode surface. Electrochemical
measurements were made in a 0.02 M pH 8 phosphate buffer
solution, purged with Ar for 30minutes, with the catalyst-coated
permanent magnet disk and a platinum ring (ALS) as the two
working electrodes. The platinum ring was electrochemically
cleaned by cycling the potential between −0.03 V and 1.37 V vs.
RHE at a scan rate of 500 mV s−1 for 50 cycles while the catalyst-
loaded permanent magnet disk electrode was kept at an open
circuit. To measure the faradaic efficiency, a linear sweep vol-
tammogram of the catalyst-loaded permanent magnet electrode
was recorded at a 10 mV s−1 scan rate and 1600 rpm rotation
rate. The ring electrode was held at a constant potential of
0.06 V vs. RHE such that the oxygen produced at the disk was
reduced at the ring. The faradaic efficiency, FE was calculated
using the equation,

FE ¼ 2� iring

idisk �N

where iring and idisk are the current densities of the ring and disk
electrodes, respectively, and N is the collection efficiency. Note,
N is a constant whose value depends only on the geometrical
aspects of the ring disk electrode and was determined to be,
0.44, from calibration experiments using a ferri/ferrocyanide
redox couple. The faradaic efficiency for each electrode was
measured in the dark and under irradiation, three times to
ensure that photodegradation was not occurring. Moreover,
each measurement was replicated for at least three indepen-
dently prepared catalyst electrodes to mitigate deviations in
electrode preparation. A control experiment using the ring
electrode in the dark and under illumination without any
catalyst deposition conrm that photoexcitation of the ring
electrode did not inuence the reported faradaic efficiency
measurements (see ESI Section 2†).
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